THE KOALA TRIUMPHS OVER LAND
AIR, AND SEA, A.S., THE STUDENT
BODY, AND THE ADMINISTRATION
Dearest inhabitants of UCSD,
You may have heard that the fine administrators released a
statement denouncing The Motherfucking Koala, and then the
next day our incredibly competent peer leaders, A.S., voted to
defund all media organizations as a sly way to attack us. We never
expect anything less than slimey political conniving from those “in
charge”, and they never disappoint. I’d like to take this chance to
thank both the administration and A.S. for giving us so much damn
publicity. I mean, shit, I’ve done at least twenty interviews, we have
lawyers flocking to our meetings begging to take our case, we’ve
raised enough money to fund our paper until sun death comes
in 5 billion years, and our staff has nearly doubled. Without your
idiocy, The Koala could have never become so successful in such
a short period of time. You make our lives easier and much more
entertaining. To thank you for your ignorant acts of kindess we
here at The Motherfucking Koala dedicate this issue to you.
When any great superpower in our modern world is
threatened or attacked, the expected, and correct response, is to
start bombing the Middle East. While our bombing campaign is
well underway in sand-land we thought it was best to publish this
issue for our fans at home. The first order of business was to call
our dedicated, drunken, and dengenerate staff to immediate
attention in the war room. They then were given strict orders to
channel their inner UCSD student and work through the night
to get this paper done. What you’re about to read is the beautiful
product of quick, decisive, and precision thinking.
Go the gym because you’re fat from Thanksgiving,
Gabriel L. Cohen
Editor-in-Chief
The Motherfucking Koala
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World Famous
Top Five Lists
Top 5 Gifts to Give a UCSD
Student Athlete
1. Reading rainbow box sex
2. A trophy for “best effort”
3. A smaller trohpy case
4. A black teammate
5. An education
Bottom 5 Fundraising Events
of All Time
1. Breast Cancer Survivors’ Sexy Car Wash
2. Helen Keller’s Poetry Night for the Mentally
Handicapped
3. The MQ’s Comedy Night
4. Billy Cosby’s Cocktail Hour Fundraiser
5. Pol Potluck
Top 5 Ways to Prove You’re
Not Racist
1. Pretend you can tell Asian people apart
2. Be a minority
3. Ask all black people you meet which African
country they are from
4. Denounce The Koala
5. Sell your slaves
Top 5 Gayest Ways To Die
1. Drown in a pool of glitter
2. Chase a rainbow off a cliff
3. AIDS
4. Shove your dour double-sided dildo all the
way down your throat
5. Kill yourself because you were bullied for
being gay #sogay
Top 5 Games to Play With
Your New Drunk Indian
(Feather) Friend
1. Find the smallpox in the blanket pile
2. Trail of Beers: The Board Game
3. Roulette
4. Cricket
5. Monopoly: Of Your Land
Top 5 Mexican Restaurants
for Low-Cost Abortions
1. Rigoaborto’s
2. No Primos
3. Bye-llartas
4. No More Lolita’s
5. Taco Bell
Top 5 Ways to Trick a Chinese
Girl Into Slavery
1. Ask her to help you with your railroad real
quick
2. Promise her extra credit
3. Legendary League of Legends skin code
4. A job offer at Apple
5. Blunt force trauma

Top 5 Things You Wouldn’t
Want to Say to a Cop
1. “Can you just blow into this breathalyzer
real quick? I need to start my car.”
2. “Hey, weren’t you that guy who clubbed me
during the protests?”
3. “Is that a gun in my pants or am I just happy
to see you?”
4. “How about you wear the fuzzy cuffs in my
back seat?”
5. “I can’t breathe!”
Top 5 Syrian Breakfast Items
1. Flesh Toast Crunch
2. Special-K-47s
3. Misplaced Foreign Aid-Os
4. Shrapnel
5. Eggs with a side of Refugee Crisis
Top 5 Signs Your Boyfriend
Has an Asian Fetish
1. He makes you squint during sex
2. He keeps trying to bring squids into the
bedroom
3. He’s white
4. He likes eating you out with chopsticks
5. He replaces your anal beads with boba
Top 5 Gifts to Give a Feminist
1. The ability to think for themselves
2. A father figure
3. A saddle to make that high horse a little
more comfortable
4. A dolly to carry her mattress around
campus
5. Validation
Top 5 Terrible Conversation
Starters
1. “I totally raped that midterm. Like, really
fucked it without consent. How’d you do?”
2. “Excuse me, but I couldn’t help but wonder,
do you have Down syndrome?”
3. “Martin Luther King was a good guy and all,
but I think calling him a ‘king’ is going a little
too far”
4. “You look like what Anne Frank could have
been”
5. “Hey, did you know baby koalas eat their
mother’s shit?”
Top 5 Disney Terrorist Movies
1. The ISIS princess
2. Bombi
3. Princess and the Frog Killer
4. Hunchback of Boko Haram
5. Aladdin
Top 5 Reasons To Join The
Military
1. “Don’t ask, don’t tell” hookups are cool
now
2. Because those Afghanis aren’t going to
bomb themselves
3. All the uniforms you’ll ever need to kickstart your male stripper career
4. You’re too pussy to join a gang to kill people
5. PTSD

Top 5 Fun Activities to
Do With Your Anorexic
Girlfriend
1. Two words: funhouse mirrors
2. Invite her over for a romantic dinner, cuddle
on the couch and watch The Biggest Loser
3. Roofie and then smear cake all over her
4. Take her to a Holocaust Museum, point to a
frail dying Jew, and say “Babe, why can’t you be
that skinny?”
5. Take her to the fair and play “Guess Your
Weight”
Top 5 Reasons Studying in
Geisel Is Like the Mayflower
1. It’s so crowded and sweaty
2. If one person is eating, everyone knows and
it’s not ok
3. No one wants to be there
4. You’re hungry and all that’s around are stale
crackers
5. Everyone is wearing fifteen layers of
clothing
Top 5 Activities More Fun
Than Shopping With Women
1. Playing beer pong with windex
2. Plucking your pubes out one by one
3. Waiting in line at the DMV
4. Shopping for your child’s coffin
5. Having to return all of her purchases an
hour later
Top 5 Ways a Burrito Is Like a
Woman
1. When it’s too big you share with your
friends
2. You won’t find a good one on campus
3. They’re both better late at night when
you’re drunk
4. Both are useless unless they are stuffed with
meat
5. If you start eating from the bottom it gets
messy
Top 5 Inventions That Never
Quite Caught On
1. The Sandpaper Fleshlight
2. The WNBA
3. Calling things “fetch”
4. Non-lethal police enforcement weapons
5. Equal rights
Top 5 Valentine’s Day Gifts
For The Girl You’re Stalking
1. A picture of her sleeping last night
2. Her first tampon
3. Envelope of your cum
4. An envelope of her cum
5. Her lawyers head
Top 1 Better Than Consent
1. Sex

Think your candy ass can do better?
Come and tell us how much we hurt
your feelings us at Home Plate
on Fridays at 4:20!

An Open Letter To The CHE Cafe
Dear Ché Cafe,
The students of UC San
Diego all remember your
highly publicised struggle to
remain alive throughout the
last year. “¡Viva la revolución!”,
you shouted. “Punk rock will
not die! We are UCSD’s only
remaining creative outlet for
like-minded souls filled with
homemade zines and the best bathroom graffiti!”
You banded together to fight the man, all
126 vice-chancellors of our university, by
organizing protests through campus and creating
cleverly-worded posters denouncing Janet Neopolitan
Ice Cream Cone. And while other students at the university responded
to your passionate cries with statements like,“What? Who are you?,” and
“We have a music venue on campus?”, we here at the Koala had your back
the whole time. Don’t you remember all those march signs we designed
and billboards we spraypainted? After all, who else is going to make us
seem semi-grounded and rational?
So now, Ché, we call on you in our time of turmoil. I’m sure while doing
your daily morning rounds of prominent liberal news websites that “totally
give you unbiased facts and stuff”, you checked the Guardian’s homepage
and saw the A.S. decision to cut funding to all print media orgs. We’re not
going to lie to you, friends, it came as a very small, very mild shock (like
that time your newly beaded dreadlock fell in an electrical socket).

After going through the
4 stages of being targeted
by the administration
(opening the
denouncement, a mild
“huh”, slight disbelief
chuckles, then vehement
plans of action) we
realized this is a battle that
is all too familiar to classic
UCSD centers of history and culture. While we’ve got a
good head start on rallying against these A.S. a-holes, your
admin-fighting expertise could really come in handy here;
after all, your phone campaign against Juan Gonzalez was
arguably the most defining moment of 2015, and you
successfully scrounged up enough supporters / lonely hobos to occupy
your collapsable, lopsided music shanty on a constant twenty-four hour
cycle. So, dear Che, as our comrades-in-arms, please inform us as you
know best:
Where do we find discarded picket fence posts to attach our signs to?
Have you been to Kholeslaw’s house itself?
If so, do you remember the gate code for the sex helicopter garage?
And most importantly, how long do we have to relentlessly whine about
the situation before a compromise is reached, just to shut us up?
Love, your brethren in everlasting support,
The Motherfucking Koala

KOALA SPECIAL: GAY–S Grindr Profiles
Since being defunded, the staff of the Koala has used its new-found free time to learn more about
socially disadvantaged groups—by joining Grindr. We were delighted to find out that some members
of the administration and AS already have profiles.
Dominick Suvonnasuopa - President

My name is “Dom” but I’m actually a sub. I want you to call me Mr. President
as you choke me out and feed my dirty, Malaysian asshole. I consider myself
to be a progressive lover… I aspire to have a rainbow coalition of cocks in
my mouth at the same time.

Tristan Britt – Financial Controller

I am more than a PID; I’m an HIV+ bottom. I live at home and I’m a proud
momma’s boy ;). My mom still styles my hair, but she stopped doing my
pubes when I turned 15. The only thing that gets me harder than taking
loads on my face is defunding free speech organizations.

Krystal Fabella – Vice President External

I’m a gender-queer-trap-queen transsexual with a big purple
dildo (and I’m not afraid to use it)! Even though I’m pre-op, I’m still a hard
7 by UCSD standards. I’ve been told that my face looks like a used sandal
(in case you have a foot fetish). I’m looking for someone to fulfill
my rape fantasy.

Pradeep Kholsa – Chancellor

The mustache says it all. I’m a proud member of NAMBLA and I’m
perfectly fine with sex between a man and a young boy. However, I will
not tolerate the use of racial slurs, even during dirty talk. I’m sick of
being called “curry dick” and “chutney ass.” I will report any hate speech
to the developers of this app! I mean it!

UCSD Media Orgs: Where Are They Now?
After Associated Students’ historic decision to defund every
media publication on campus for the second time in 5 years,
many (read: nobody) have pondered the fate of UCSD’s
illustrious media organizations. We at The Koala did our due
diligence and caught up with all of our friends to give you the
fresh scoop!

Medical Literature Society at UCSD: Our friends at MLS
are still going strong after they re-structured their publication to receive
funds from all their rich Jewish grandparents.

Fashion Quarterly Magazine: The women of Trend Magazine
found a new source of funding in the
webcam sex industry. Former editor
in chief, TriXxxy, is currently bringing
in $1,000 (the quarterly A.S. funding
amount) on an hourly basis.
Unfortunately, former associate editor
Becky is not around to bask in the
success after she passed participating in
the Paris attacks of November 2015.

The Progressive: Unable to cope with the legitimate

possibility that Donald Trump could win the presidential election, the staff
of The Progressive took phenobarbital mixed with apple sauce and washed
it down with vodka. Additionally, they secured plastic bags around their
heads after ingesting the mix to induce asphyxiation. Authorities found
the dead lying neatly in their own bunk beds, faces and torsos covered by
#FEELTHEBERN bumper-stickers.

Video Game Development Club: While they technically

did not receive AS funding in the form of money, they were swimming in
Mummy’s Good Boy Points (GBP). The club appeared to vanish after AS’s
November decision. All that remains is an invoice for 6,000,000 chicken
tendies.

Morning Sign Out: This one is somewhat of a misnomer since no

The Saltman Quarterly:

Soon after the A.S. decision, The Saltman
received a generous donation of hot poz
cum from Charlie Sheen for AIDS
research. Unfortunately they just drank
all of it and died.

one knew who or where they were when they had funding. They’re doing
okay I guess.

The Muir Quarterly: Who cares?

The Motherfucking Koala:
Still. Mother. Fucking. Here.

Party Reviews
1
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3
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Defunded
Defunded
Defunded
Defunded
Defunded

Org: Nobody reads their paper anyway
Orgs: You’re probably gonna wanna get a lawyer
Orgs: About time they killed the MQ
Orgs: At least they haven’t gotten the Koala yet
Orgs: Prepare for a legal battle, assholes

Halloween Cecil Hunt

A.S. Council Meeting Rager
The air was crisp. Autumn had descended
upon our fair city. The woman with me on
the elevator wore a red sweater, but her eyes
betrayed a blue pallor of vulnerability (+1 for
good perception). A little bird had whispered
in my ear that the score of a lifetime was
waiting on the fourth floor of PC. The
elevator button was immaculate. We all knew
the legends. Most of us were afraid. I’m not
most people (+1 for rising above). The doors
parted with no hint of urgency. The courteous
manners of my upbringing gave way to ancient
instinct. I beckoned the dame to stay put and
ventured into the unknown (-0.5 for leaving a
good dame behind). I exposed my holster and
my partner contained with in. The Forum, the
sign read. I took in a deep breath, letting it out
slowly with a long sigh. One. Two. Three. With
a thunderous crack my boot busted the lock.
Gun drawn I marched in (+1 for winging it).
My entrance went unnoticed. I was too late
(-3 for wasting a good entrance). The robed
figures of the associated students stood firm,
silent, enthralled. Their empty eyes fixated
on the center of the chamber. Antediluvian
etchings to some blasphemous god ran the
length of the hall. Hood draped over his
shoulders, Daniel Juarez held court (+1 for
being inclusive enough to let this idiot make
decisions). In his right arm lay the bound body
of a young girl. In his more sinister extremity
rested the claw of a long extinct yet horrid
beast.
“We beg Byn’Izerra forgive our imperfections.
Accept the gift we cut the sections!” they
all chanted (-1 for forced rhymes). “Cut the
sections! Cut the sections!” The incantations
became deafening. In one fluid motion, Daniel
Juarez met the hostage with the claw. Her
essence sprayed with pressure I thought not
possible. The etchings on the floor slowly
filled with blood (+.5 for fluid dynamics). The
Associated Students fell to their knees. One
approached, measuring the etches’ volumes.
“2! 4!“D! E! F! SECTIONS 2.4 D, E, AND F
WILL BE CUT! PRAISE BYN’IZERRA’S NAME
THE SECTIONS WILL BE CUT!” The chant
continued.
There was nothing I could do. I made my
escape, feeling a dark climate descend over
me. The elevator waited, open and mocking.
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Never accept an unspecified amount of pure
psychocybin from your local ethnically-vague
drug dealer. I, unfortunately, made this mistake
before heading to an SDSU Halloween party.
When I arrived I was greeted by 18 slutty cats
at the door (+2 for sluts, -1 for cats), who,
thanks to the shrooms, morphed into 36 slutty
cats right before my very eyes (+2 for doubling
sluts). As the world turned into a slow blur
of geometric cats slowly melting around me, I
inquisitively turned my psychedelic sight inward
to make a deep and profound realization; I had
to get some pussy tonight. It’d be a successful
night if I stuck my pencil peen inside a living,
breathing adult woman. Yeah, living, breathing,
and adult are my only requirements. I’m fucking
desperate.
In order to fulfill my prophetic self-realization,
I needed to up my game. I channeled my 2%
Irish blood’s energy and began taking shots ‘til I
accidentally ruined some dumb ape’s beer pong
game by body slamming the table and yelling,
“CAR BOMB, YOU PROTESTANT FUCKS!”
After a significant peak in those ever-present
mushrooms, whatever focus I had left was put
back towards hunting some of that sweet-ass,
hyped SDSU pussy (+1 hunting dumb sluts). I
decided that the best way to capture a lioness
and calm my nerves was to go outside where
all the chicks were. I managed to evade the lil’
curry midget squad to make it onto the deck,
and just below our two brilliant moons, my
eyes narrowed in on that good-ass, dank-ass
pussy. I moved in on the chick I hoped to fuck,
wrongfully assuming she was past the point of
verbal communication like I was. I pulled out my
flaccid penis (-0.5 for E.D.) and attempted to
slowly dry fuck her from behind. I grabbed her
waist and started straight railing her ass with
my still floppy dick. (-1 how was I still flaccid?)
She turned around and instead of grabbing
my dick, kneeling, and giving me a euphoric
blowjob like I envisioned, she smirked, balled
her fist, and punched my face. Dick in hand,
I attempted to launch myself back into the
match. As the lioness retreated (-0.5 failing
the hunt), the psychocybin began to pick up
and the party around me slowly slipped into a
blend of racially diverse lights.
The next moment that I remembered
were when I started to come down from the
shrooms. The alcohol, whose influence on my
soul had been masked by the shrooms, hit me
like a load of jizz in the eye (-2 salty surprise).
I pulled myself together and tried to turn my
focus to winning a game of beer pong. Just
when “those Protestant fucks” finally let me
play a game, the cops rolled in and shut us
down. I went home with nothing but a sore
dick, a sad heart, and the strong urge to eat
Indian food.
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Board Club Goes To Mexico
Finding a good party to review. The Ski and
Snowboard Club was my target as they were
preparing to go on their exclusive staff only
trip to Mexico that very weekend, so I gave
them an offer they couldn’t refuse: an 8-ball of
coke, and 3 a month supply of dirty girl scouts
(+1 I know your weaknesses). They reluctantly
accepted and I packed my bag for Mexico,
which turned out to be a backpack full of tank
tops and booze.
We checked into our room which turned
out to be the Junior Penthouse, (-1 what
the fuck Board Club, can’t shell out for the
actual penthouse?!) and in proper Mexican
fashion, started guzzling tequila until one of
the freshman staffers passed out – pregame
completed. We all stumbled down to the
beach, still grasping our tequila bottles like the
crippling alcoholics we are, where we were
greeted by a swarm of people trying to sell
everything from cuban cigars to other people
(+1 I decided to pick up a massage lady for
myself, she’s rubbing my back as I write this
review).
As night came we went back to the room,
drank more, and went out roaming for a club.
We ended up at Coco Beach because they
offered all you can drink for 12 dollars per guy
and free for the girls (+2 all you can drink is an
amazing thing). The club was filled with locals
because they were showing some boxing
match and while they all watched the fight my
eyes were transfixed on the bartender, getting
drink after drink until I attempted to use my
high school spanish to pick up on some women.
The rest of the Board Clubbers, who by this
time had accepted me as one of their own,
turned the fuck up and, after the fight was over
and the dance floor opened up, quickly moved
in to grind on just about anything that moved.
As the only Americans in the club, we were a
spectacle for the locals: one chick was puking
(-2 I tried to help but I don’t actually give a fuck),
two others were making out with each other,
and I was burritoed in a circle of five Mexican
women with a shitty margherita in my hand
yelling every word to each Pitbull song that
came on (+1 I fucking love pitbull). By this time
even the locals began to reach an belligerent
level of drunkenness, and, over the course of
30 minutes, three different fights broke out,
each because some guy danced with another
dudes sister (+1 WORLDSTARHIPHOP.
COM). At this time I blacked out and woke up
in a bed with two staff chicks in my arms, an
empty bottle of tequila shoved down my pants,
and cocaine hitler mustache on my lip. Thanks
for the good times Board Club, same deal next
quarter?
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Koala Personals

Submit yours now at thekoala.org!

From: Midget Man
Okay, hear me out, how the fuck is the
term “little people” more acceptable
than “midget”??! Like, little people
assumes they are just a smaller and less
capable version of a normal person. If
someone called me a “little person” I
think I’d slap that bitch across the face.
Little people deserve to be treated as
equals, and therefore we should give
them their own categorization of midget.
I don’t even fucking care, I’m calling
them midgets.That’s what they are.
From Natalie Jo Lame:
Haiii, I “write” for the MQ and I think it’s the
dumbest paper around. My life has been great
ever since the koala got the MQ defunded.
There’s no reason the university should be
funding such a fucking shitty newspaper like the
MQ. So, I just wanted to say thank you koala
for opening my eyes to the world of sexual
expletives and satire! I’m so bad with humor!
I always laugh at the wrong time! And take
everything way too seriously.
I realized that when you tell people what they
say is hate speech it usually shuts them up and I
can go back to straightening my hair and acting
like a righteous feminazi prick. It’s super annoying that you guys are actually smart and can’t
be fucked with. Oh well, maybe it’s because you
understand humor and I do not. Silly me!

From: I love you, Hans Paar
Since the first time I jerked off to your
meaty calves to the flashbacks to Nazi
Germany I get whenever I hear your
voice nothing has ever made me feel
quite the way you do. I wish you’d insert
your long, thin, nonconductive cylinder
into my Gaussian surface. If only you’d
rape me as hard as your tests do. I would
blow your grandchild just to taste your
genes.
I have to wear a condom to class because
every time you speak I feel myself flying.
Flying through a soundscape of beautiful
tragedy. My own soul chained, bleeding as
it screams for one more word, one more
second one more touch… And then I
cum in my pants.
Lili M: I want to fuck the koala.
From: Esperanza G (not the pornstar)
I would like to schedule a group session
with the koala, my holes are in need of
stretching.
I’m like rlyrly uncumfterbull after
reeding the lest ishoo of thu koala cuz
um like my feelings and minda are weak
and fragile things and I can’t understand
ppl whp don’t think tha saem things as
me. Also what is sarcasm I don’t think I
learned that in skool, I don’t think
sarcasm is funny, I don’t get it. I don’t
think potato salad and assholes have
anything in common, I hate potato salad
but obviously I think black assholes are
delicious as it would be racist not to. I
haight all this hate speech nd it mekes
mee rlrly mad and makes my hahte ppl
whoo rite it. I think free speach is
3meen5lyfe and we shud all just stahp
saying stuff nd having thots and mekeing
wurds that aren’t something I agreewith.

scum.You have our allegiance, Associated Students of UCSD. We are willing to provide any
necessary training. Prepare your CVs, recruiters
will be arriving faster than you can say Allah hu
Akbar! Chem E students prefered. For more
info email
UCSDrecruiters@ISIS.bur.ka
From: IFUCKINGLOVETHECONTAINERSTORE!!!!
Have you ever been like “Wow, I wonder
how I can sort all my belongings in a
million plastic boxes differing in shape
and size”? Welp, finally there’s an answer
to your prayers.The
container store allows you to contain and
contain and contain and contain and
contain and contain and contain and
contain ‘til you die. Even your death can
be properly contained and color coated.
“I’ll take one plastic coffin with ten
sealable compartments for my favorite
foods. I’d also like my coffin to have a water feature.”
Wooow! I’m not entirely sure why I get
off to the container store, but I eat that
shit up. Something about the bright and
awkward color combinations and useless
plastic trays with dividers, I don’t know, it
gets me hard. So fucking hard.

From Kevin Lieueueu:
Guysssss, I read your last issue and it was like
so cringey because you mention race sometimes. The job of media is to tell people what
to think and when you guys publish crazy stuff
about black people, I don’t know what to think.
I started trying to teach black people to swim
because your list told me to.Your fuckpuppy ad
made me think I had to fuck real life puppies,
so I did.You guys have full control over me and
it’s not ok. I usually blindly follow what I read in
print so it made me like super unsure.You guys
say you are “satire”, but I have no idea what
From: An open letter to AS from your
that word means. I think it’s a kind of tire, but
brethren at ISIS
will look it up on urban dictionary tonight. Also,
We see that you’ve taken notes from our I’m a STEM major. Thought that was
Charlie Hedbo reaction and we’d like to applicable to mention. Because you know, it’s
applaud you on your efforts in curtailing not like 75 fucking percent of this school is
civil
STEM. I also get hella hard whenever I see
liberties. We too think they’re over-rated. spiderman memes and needed to tell someone.
Though not as drastic as our brute force Wow, I’m rambling! Look at me! Time to jerk
methods, your gesture, as modest as it
off in a public pool where I belong. Byeeee
may be, is appreciated. We are pleased
that you’ve chosen to aid us in our jihad
to rid the earth of these “free-speech”

